
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
42nd edition of FILO: the Perpetual Motion of style 
 
 
 
THE MACRO-TREND 
 
For centuries, there has existed, among many others, a utopia which has given philosophers and scientists 
cause to think: that is of the creation of a machine for Perpetual Motion. It has never been brought about in 
any operative way to create this movement, but Simultaneous Nature, which we call “our time” but which we 
should rather call our “flow”, has produced a very sophisticated, elaborate and certainly very efficient version: 
that of the acceleration of time. culture of the non-stop, of perpetual “connection” which fades into almost 
viral tones. 
The Great Movement of the 19th century was the creation of the railways; in the 20th century it was 
supersonic flight; in the 21st century it is the immediacy of interactive telecommunications and cybernetics.  
Thus the acceleration of actual reality, far from representing the End of History, incarnates its becoming 
Perpetual Instant in perennial movement, omnipresent and omnipotent Present in ceaseless mutation, and 
challenges the idea of Time and he who lives it.  
A pressing cadence, felt as drive and compulsion, a Continuous Flow which involves us in its self generated 
visions. 
 
It is not our intention to draw any philosophical or scientific conclusion from this introduction, we would rather 
try to examine the consequences on our life style and, where possible, make some valuations from them 
about our industrial sector.  
Far from being a novelty, the above assures us that some considerations, already developed in past 
seasons, that is to say those, which were once defined as “trends”, have increasingly short lives, and are, 
instead, a processing “continuum” and, really as a consequence of their character, tend and will tend all the 
more to turn around their rotational axis and in a short cycled (ever shorter) orbit becoming at the same time 
ab assurdo, ever more striking and slower. 
We think this phenomenon, even at a merely unconscious level, is felt by the world of “fashion” consumption 
and that, if we are to find evidence of the wish for “permanence”, we must look for it in the language of body 
signs.  
 
Having abandoned the symbolism of clothing worn on the body, which by definition has become 
impermanent and in a certain sense too “external”, the wish for permanence is fulfilled by resorting to 
“interiorized” symbolism, which cannot be eradicated, or cancelled like tattooing, piercing or plastic surgery 
which at times may become scientifically “deforming” in order to incarnate “other” identities. These are 
probably the true New Clothes, because where fashion can, at the most, be rotation of the possible, the 
“speaking” body and the language of the skin and limbs represent at the actual moment the only remaining 
possibility of Fixity. 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
THE TEXTILE THEME:  The language of movement 
 
 
 
TRANSFORMATION, or conversion – devolution – alternation – revitalization – moving - finishing which 
gives relief and depth – innovative printing techniques – coatings and technical improvements on light textile 
bases using lacquer and rubber, resins and pigments, prints “in motion”. 
 
MOVEMENT, or action – evolution – slipping – dynamism - progress 
The theme is pleating – cracking – surface interest on different knitted and woven basis, expressions of 
dynamism both in yarns and in textiles, iridescent multi-effects. 
 
RENOVATION, or regeneration – re-foundation – reawakening – rejuvenation – resurrection  
It is the theme of recycling and re-using both natural and man-made materials and fibres, without forgetting a 
part of naturalness tending to the rough, cloth and panama, rustic voile also with metallic 
pigments, net and lace still have an important role.  
 
METAMORPHOSIS, or evolution – change – re-birth – transmutation – transfiguration  
The theme refers to hybrid looks, types halfway between knitting and weaving, between natural and man-
made aspects and contents; supple quality types so as to follow the movement of the body without 
constricting it, active sports style for formal urban as well.   
 
E-MOTION, or affection – desire – inspiration – tenderness  
The theme ranges from types of quality and look from different ages, blends past and future on a base of 
pure emotions and follows the contemporary, but not contradictory, passion for the Baroque and for ultra-
modern sensations. 
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